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Preface and Acknowledgements

The three papers contained in this report show three different perspectives of interactive query languages for geographic
information and analysis, an emphasis of the NCGIA’s Research Initiative No. 2 on "Languages of Spatial Relations." They are
published as a technical report to make them accessible to readers as a whole so that they can make comparisons between the different
approaches.

The first paper, "Concepts of Spatial Objects in GIS User Interfaces and Query Languages," was presented at GIS/LIS ’89 in
Orlando. It investigates the requirements for a GIS query language from a user’s perspective. The second paper, "Spatial SQL: A
Query and Representation Language," shows how such a GIS query language can be designed as an extension of the well-known
relational query language SQL. Finally, the third paper, entitled "LOBSTER: Combining AI and Database Techniques for GIS," is a
reprint of an article published in Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing, Vol. 56, No. 6, June 1990, pp. 919-926. It reports
on the implementation of and experience with a prototype of a spatial query language based upon the Prolog programming language.

We believe that the papers complement each other and, as such, give an fairly broad overview. The framework for this work
has been set in a complementary technical report in which the initiative leaders explain, among other things, the issues and relevance
of spatial query languages.
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Abstract

An interactive query languages is an essential part of a GIS user interface to allow the user to pose ad-hoc queries.
Traditional database query languages, such as SQL or Query-byExample, have provide insufficient services for the treatment of
spatial properties. Deficiencies observed include the requirement to model spatial data in terms of relations, the users’ need of a
sophisticated mathematical knowledge in order to express queries with spatial conditions, and the lack of representations of query
results in forms other than text.

This paper presents a methodology for the design of spatial query languages which are embedded into a human interface. The
methodology is based upon the definition of objects and operations available at the conceptual level of the user interface. This
object-oriented approach is complemented by the selection of appropriate techniques to interact with spatial objects rendered on a
screen.

1 Introduction

Current database query languages, which are well-suited to treat alphanumeric data, provide insufficient services as spatial
query languages. Due to the specific properties of spatial data, query languages for spatial information systems are more complex than
languages dealing only with text. For instance, a spatial query language must include tools for all the essential operations to inquire
about spatial and non-spatial data.

For an overall satisfying solution it is first necessary to consider the role of a query language within a spatial information
system from a user’s perspective. A query language must support those concepts that humans use in their daily life when they deal
with space. As such, the user interface in which the query language is embedded becomes crucial, linking closely the design and
development of spatial query languages to user interface considerations.

In this paper, those concepts will be investigated which users apply when they request and analyze spatial information. First,
an overview is given over user concepts, interface styles, and interaction techniques as they have been developed in Computer Science
and Psychology. Human interface considerations for spatial information systems will be reviewed. In section 4 a collection of user
concepts of spatial data handling will be compiled. Many of them deal with the possible graphical representation of spatial data. The
paper ends with a summary of its significant results which are presented in the form of a comprehensive list of eight requirements for
a spatial query language.

2 User Interfaces

The principal purposes of an information system are twofold: (1) providing the service of assisting users and (2) supporting
the users in their decisions. The effectiveness of these tasks depends upon the way users may request information and the form in
which this information is presented to them. Hence, information systems are under a specific obligation to meet user requirements.

The user interface of an information system enables humans to request and receive information. Its design influences how
easily users may interact with a system and how quickly they understand the results presented. The interface of an information system
as the integrating part of all particular applications should hide internal details-how data are stored, composed, or decomposed, etc.-so
that users are enabled to concentrate on their work or pleasure [Shneiderman 1987].

A query language is an essential part of a user interface. It enables the users to communicate with a computer system by
articulating their instructions in a form that can be "understood" by a system. For this goal, formal languages are necessary.
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Frequently, the query language is considered only a tool to select data of interest. Most conventional query languages provide often
complex methods for retrieval of data and formulations of logical constraints upon data. Structured query languages with
question-answer dialog dominate the interaction with conventional, purely alphanumeric information systems, such as SQL
[Chamberlin 1976], QUEL [Stonebraker 1976], and Query-By-Example [Zloof 1977].

Most of these query languages are based upon a comprehensive mathematical model, such as relational algebra or calculus,
and user interface aspects are restricted to considerations about the representation of and interaction with data within the mathematical
framework. As a consequence, users of such languages manipulate tables and their content. While this approach is appropriate for
applications in which users conceive data in tabular form, it is unfit for applications in which users do not naturally use the mental
model of tables. In general, spatial data are associated with geometry, map representation, etc., but not with tables.

2.1 Conceptual User Level

Investigations under interdisciplinary efforts in Computer Science and Psychology have been concentrating on improving the
design of interfaces with computers. Their goal is to accommodate the interaction between users and system to human thinking, rather
than enforcing the users to organize their thoughts as dictated by a system. Humans are the focus of this process which intents to meet
the concepts humans use as closely as possible. "Human interface" is the keyword for the studies of techniques and methods which
have significantly improved the design of interfaces.

One theoretical foundation of user interfaces is the Seeheim model [Green 1985] which differentiates three conceptual parts
of a user interface: (1) the presentation, (2) the dialog, and (3) the application interface. If dialog management is intermixed with other
purposes, independent changes of either the application or the dialog are difficult to achieve, prone to error, and often even impossible.

Obviously, input and output play a key role in presentation and dialog. A sophisticated model of interactive input and output
from the perspective of a programming language was proposed by Shaw [Shaw 1986]. This model abandons the archaic view of
feeding data into a program and getting a result out at the end. Instead, a software system is considered a permanently running
machine to which "probes" can be attached to examine the state of the machine. This approach provides a framework for design
principles which are otherwise difficult to achieve, such as the display which should reflect the current program state at any time; or
the separation of the input-output interface from the main program.

New methodologies for the design of human-computer interfaces have been developed which influence today’s interface
design and try to respond to the needs of the humans who use a computer system. Their goal is to make software systems faster to
learn and easier to use.

2.2 Interface Styles

Under these cross-disciplinary efforts, several principles and methods fundamental for the current stream of designing human
interfaces have been developed. The use of metaphors, for example, is central to the process of inventing graphical user interfaces.
Metaphors may be employed for presenting, explaining, and making familiar new capabilities or functionality by exploiting the
humans’ association of an object with a familiar domain. The trash can on the Macintosh interface, for instance, is a part of the
well-known desktop metaphor. It symbolizes the place where to discard, the analogy of which is applied in the software environment
to deleting files.

Another famous design principle is WYSIWYG. The "what- you-see-is-what-you-get”  concept manifests that the interface
reflects at all times exactly the state of the system, such that the user's view of the system coincides with its actual state. Popular
WYSIWYG systems are text editors and spreadsheets which update the user view with every user command entered.

In order to facilitate the design of effective user interfaces, many tools have been introduced to help generate interfaces in the
design phase. These tools go beyond the paper and pen design [Myres 1986]; however, most of them deal with purely lexical
representation, e.g., as lists or tables, or focus on the integration of popular interaction techniques, such as menus, panels [Freburger
1987], and direct-manipulation devices [Shneiderman 19831. Generally, graphics are used in a traditional manner, providing drawings
to the users that they can view [Tanner 1986] [Gutfreund 1987].

3 User Interfaces for Spatial Information Systems

Within the last decade, the design of spatial information systems has been explored in a bottom-up manner and only little
attention has been paid to the interface through which a user views such a system. It is a common, yet unfortunate opinion that the
interface is "something to be done after the design and the implementation has been completed." Such "user interfaces" are cosmetic



enhancements which barely help to make these systems "user friendly." The reverse process-first designing the user interface,
followed by the implementation of the system-is only rarely pursued.

A remarkable exception is the query language MAPQUERY [Frank 1982] the design of which considered the interaction
between a user and spatial data. A few other interface papers report on the use for methods and techniques to geographic applications
[Chong 1988] or demonstrate how tools like Hypercard may be used for fast implementations [Gould 1988]. Only little consideration
is paid to the role of the user interface as a query language or the conceptual differences arising from the treatment of spatial and
non-spatial data [Egenhofer 1988].

A somewhat broader view of user interfaces for spatial information systems is provided from some database researchers who
investigated the incorporation of display and interaction with spatial data. The design and implementation of user interfaces which are
primarily graphics oriented have been acknowledged as challenging tasks [Chu 1983]. User interface considerations for the acqui sition
of spatial data have demonstrated that the use of advanced concepts and techniques may overcome inherent problems in simulating the
traditional ways humans work with spatial data [White 19881.

Some considered the user interface a crucial component of an information system which has the capability to represent query
results graphically. Herot at al. reported on a system in which a user traverses through a window, a two-dimensional surface on which
objects are displayed in iconic form [Herot 1980]. The system provides the user navigational aids by showing a "world-view map" on
which the current position may be identified. By zooming in and out, the level of detail displayed may be controlled. This action is
supported by a "hierarchy map" on which users may learn possible routes to take from one surface to another.

4 User Concepts in Spatial Query Languages

All the principles and techniques of user-machine interfaces contribute to a much broader goal, the user’s conceptual model,
which establishes the relationship between the abstract concepts presented by the software and the user’s tasks. An example for a
sound conceptual model is the design concept of a desktop. On a desktop, documents are organized in folders and drawers, and several
sheets of paper may be distributed across the desk. Sheets may be moved around, pulled in front of or pushed behind others. The
implementation of this familiar concept on workstation screens is supported by icons symbolizing drawers and folders, windows
simulating paper sheets, and the mouse-in combination with WYSIWYG and direct manipulation-for selecting or dragging documents
across the screen. Users familiarize quickly with this style of interface, because it appeals to them almost naturally.

Considerations about user interfaces for spatial information systems must start with the development of the user’s conceptual
model of spatial data. Fundamental differences between managing non-spatial and spatial data were recognized by several authors.
Herot et al. describe them from the perspective of the database management system [Herot 1980]. They state that conventional
database management systems organize information in a number of abstract name spaces which are referenced by providing values to
be matched, while spatial data management systems organize information in concrete two-dimensional geometric spaces. Dangermond
argues that relational techniques are not suitable for map data due to the topological relationships which make geometric modifications
more complex, involving more than a single record in a update [Dangermond 1988]. The development of a user’s model of spatial data
must start with the definition of objects and operations available at the conceptual level and the selection of appropriate techniques to
interact with the objects on the screen.

4.1 Spatial Objects

The manipulation of spatial data through query languages has been hindered by insufficiently powerful abstractions of spatial
data at the user interface level. Conventional data can be modeled in terms of integers, reals, and strings as humans perceive them as
such. For instance, a banking account may consist of a user number (an integer), the user’s name (a string), and the current balance (an
integer). The corresponding operations upon such a banking account can be reduced to operations upon simple data types, e.g.,
modifying the balance by withdrawing a certain amount may be implemented as the subtraction of one integer number from another.
Likewise, the constraints for operations are concise, e.g., the operation withdraw cannot be executed unless resulting balance remains
above a certain amount.

Communicating with spatial data at this same level of abstraction provides significant difficulties. Users would be required to
deal with too low a level of abstraction of spatial data. Instead, two fundamental concepts of communication with spatial data are
introduced:

• the view of spatial data in the form of complex objects; and

• the interaction with spatial objects through pertinent operations.



The view of objects and operations has a sophisticated foundation in the object-oriented model. Within the last few years, the
object-oriented approach has been promoted as a suitable model for complex situations [Dittrich 1986], such as CAD/CAM
[Buchmann 1985] [Sidle 1980], office automation [Harder 1985], and GIS/LIS [Frank 1984]. It supports an advanced user concept of
data handling, i.e., the treatment of arbitrarily complex objects [Lorie 19831. The definition of object types is not restricted to a
specific framework, such as the form of a relational table in the relational data model, nor is it limited to a few, pre-defined data types.
Object types may be complex aggregates, such as molecules in chemistry [Batory 1984], solids in CAD/CAM [Lee 1983], circuits in
Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) systems [McLeod 1983], or geographic objects [Egenhofer 1989a].

Complex objects play a central role in a user’s concept of spatial data. A land parcel, for example, is a geographic object that
consists of some property description, such as its land use and its owner, and a geometry description. The latter may be related to or
consist of several other objects, such as the boundaries separating the parcel from its neighbors or the monuments defining where the
boundary runs. From a user’s perspective the decomposition is insignificant and as such should be hidden.

The object-oriented paradigm offers another concept, the combination of an object type with its pertinent operations in a
comprehensive unit, which may serve as a framework for a high-level treatment of spatial objects. In order to access or manipulate
objects, a set of operations is provided which allow users to perform their desired tasks without any specific knowledge about the
internals of the particular objects. For example, the operation getNeighbors may be defined for objects of type "parcel," the use of
which does not require from a user any particular knowledge about the details of the structure or implementation of parcels.

Such operations are of outstanding importance for the actions users are executing upon spatial objects from a query language.
The operations to be carried out upon spatial data are not all as simple as the ones in the previous banking example. Frequently,
complex restrictions and constraints apply, for instance, that the coverage of all parcels forms a complete partition.

4.2 Graphical Display

The ability to present spatial data graphically is an obvious difference between spatial and conventional information systems.
The display of query results in graphical form is the most natural form to analyze spatial data. Graphics are for humans much faster to
understand than any lexical representation with the same amount of data. Compare only the simple representations of a listing of
coordinate tuples and a plot of the corresponding positions (figure 1).

By exploiting a second dimension, many spatial relationships-otherwise difficult to perceive get revealed, such as
information about neighborhood, inclusion, or intersection. Even humans with strong intellectual abilities show extreme difficulties to
interpret these spatial relationships from numbers only; however, most humans can easily decide by looking at the graphical
representation whether two lines intersect or which is the closest point to a given line. In figure 1 the graphical representation reveals
almost immediately for any human that one point lies between the other two, while the pure coordinate data does not. Besides
rendering the geometry of spatial objects, the graphical display allows for the visualization of issues which are related to spatial
objects and represented in the database as non-spatial attributes. Hence, graphical representation of query results is a key characteristic
of a spatial query language.

4.3 Selection By Pointing

The formulation of a query is based on either the user’s knowledge, or information which was provided from the system. A
map on a graphical display, for example, provides a large variety of information which the user can exploit for upcoming queries.
Conceptually, this information can be separated into the objects displayed and the information about their spatial distribution across
the two-dimensional surface.



The goal of the interaction with a spatial information system is to use the representation available to the user as reference in
upcoming queries. Conventional dialog is completely typed from a keyboard. An extended dialog using pointing devices for selection
by pointing promotes the usage of query results as reference in upcoming queries and reduces the use of the keyboard [Friedell 1982].
Selection by pointing is a major object-oriented feature of graphical presentation because users can select, what they see, exploiting
spatial information which is only visible on drawings.

A second type of information conveyed through a graphical representation is the spatial distribution of the objects across the
2-dimensional surface. Upon this surface, a user may perform operations, such as wandering around (pan) or viewing a specific part in
a more detailed representation (zoom). The latter is a common technique in geographic analysis, when a situation is often first viewed
from a greater distance before the region or object of interest is investigated more closely. For such iterative approaches, a graphical
scene serves as reference to the selection of the following rendering. A typical query with reference to a sub-area is, "Show all streets
and towns within this region" and the user selects the region from a rendering on the screen. This process can be supported from the
dialog using direct-manipulation methods to select the area of concern.

4.4 Directing the Graphical Representation

Interactive-graphic presentation is powerful for mapping systems because the content of maps can be quickly modified.
While traditional maps are a static product-once the map is printed it cannot be updated unless overwriting it with some
pencil-mapping with spatial information systems promotes immediate manipulations on drawings. Objects can be added to, removed
from, or modified on an existing map without the need to redo the drawing from scratch. This concept of modifying the content on the
screen is different from updating the content of the database. Display updates provide another view over the same data set, while
database updates actually modify the objects stored. In a WYSIWYG environment such database updates imply screen updates if the
modified objects lie within the area displayed; however, reversely screen updates by adding or removing query results do not modify
the database.

Display modifications require that the user has tools to manipulate the composition of a map. Unlike conventional systems
which treat each result as an entirely new representation and do not refer to earlier results, several interactive-graphic drawings are
often overlaid with each other [Frank 1987] or one "thematic layer" is removed from another. These are powerful processes in spatial
information systems, combining spatial data of arbitrary sources to a composition that appears optimal for a user’s application.

The possible combination of one query result with the results of one or more previous queries gives rise to a dynamic and
user-friendly interaction. Directing the graphical display to manipulate drawings is essential to overcome the static character of
traditional representation or paper maps. It must be supported by the five graphical presentation types in an interactive-graphic
information system:

• New refreshes the viewport before drawing the next picture.

• Overlay adds the result of the current query to the existing picture.

• Remove erases the result of the current query from the existing picture.

• Intersect selects all those objects that are both on the display and in the query result.

The semantics of these operations can be derived from conventional set operations. If the current display and the query result
are considered as sets then the following analogies yield:

• Overlays correspond to the set union combining the set of currently displayed objects with the query result.

• Intersect corresponds to the set intersection of the set of displayed objects with the query result.

• Remove is the set difference operation cancelling all objects of the query result from the set of objects currently
displayed.

• New yields the intersection of the query result with the empty set.

Further display operations [Scholl 1989] which cannot be expressed in terms of pure set theory are the geometric selections
of windowing and clipping and the superimposition and highlighting [Egenhofer 1989b] of query results.



4.5 Appropriate Graphical Context

Graphical representations frequently require the display of context, i.e., information which was not explicitly asked for, but
which is necessary to interpret a query result in its spatial location.

The interpretation of graphical representation is extremely sensitive to the context and environment in which it is shown.
Unlike lexical representation, it is often not sufficient to draw only those objects that were asked for. Imagine a query "Show the town
of Orono," where the result is only a point in the center of the screen [Frank 1982] as shown in figure 2.

Sophisticated graphical representation must consider the selection of appropriate context which depends upon the purpose of
the drawing, the scale, and the data density. The users must be provided with tools to select the most efficient context for their maps
from the user interface.

A reasonable answer to the previous query would have required a context in which the position of the point could have been
spatially interpreted. For example, by showing the borders of the state of Maine, users familiar with the geography of Maine are given
sufficient information to locate Orono (figure 3).

Spatial context may be considered as an intelligent application of query combinations. While the user asks for a particular
object, the system completes the result by "overlayine” another query result. This combination facilitates the interpretation of the user
query.

4.6 Content Examination

All previous concepts were based upon operations to be executed upon the data set in the form of queries and representations,
yet none dealt with the results. Examination complements these concepts. It assists users in the interaction with the results presented.

An operation complementary to the display operations is the examination of the content of the display. The combination of
multiple query results in a single rendering allows for dynamic changes on the drawing. Composing the results of several queries
makes it more difficult to keep track of what is actually presented. An essential feature in a query environment with multiple



representation modes is a control mechanism which allows the user to check, after a sequence of queries, what a single query for the
current drawing would have been. For example, if a user asks for a map showing all roads and buildings (figure 4a) and subseque ntly
requests to remove from this rendering all residences (figure 4b), thenbesides the roads-only those buildings are represented which are
not residences (figure 4c).

4.7 Varying Graphical Representations

Graphical representation is a powerful and effective means to convey spatial information. The techniques used to distinguish
different objects from each other are of particular importance if a multitude of spatial data is represented in a single drawing. A utility
map, for instance, rendering various utility lines, parcel boundaries, and buildings will be of little value if all objects are represented
with black lines of the same style and width. Users are given too few clues about the different meanings of the lines and so they will
have difficulties in reading the map.

Another application of various graphical representation techniques is the rendering of the same data in various fashions
according to different views and purposes. The view of a road, for example, is different for a surveyor, a transportation company, or a
cartographer. One sees it as a parcel, the other as a classified transportation line, another as symbolic line, and for each purpose the
road may be represented differently.

The structured data collection of a spatial information system provides a favorable background for flexible renderings if the
appropriate techniques are available to monitor the intended conveyance of information. Varying graphical representation is the key
to this concept. It allows the user to choose the appropriate representation for spatial data in order to present the intended information
most effectively and have the user understand it best. Graphical representation of spatial objects can be described by techniques used
in traditional cartography, such as colors, patterns, intensity, and symbols [Bertin 1983].

Varying graphical representation may be used as a fundamental object-oriented principle to convey the concept of "classes"
in graphics. Classification is the grouping of several objects with similar properties to a common class [Dahl 1966]. The graphical
properties are an effective too] supporting the following two concepts:

• By using the same graphical representation for several objects at distinct locations, the user is conveyed the
information that these objects are similar.

• By using significantly different representations the dissimilarity of objects can be emphasized.

The following example may illustrate these concepts. Imagine a map with three buildings, two of them represented as filled
rectangles, the other as a cross-hatched box. From this representation a user will assume that (1) the two "filled" buildings are similar,
i.e., have similar properties, and (2) the "cross-hatched" building has one or several properties which distinguish it from the "filled"
buildings. The two buildings may be residences while the other is an office building, or the two may be worth more than $100,000,
while the other is less.

4.8 Legend

The interpretation of graphical representations becomes more difficult with a greater variety of object classes to be
represented by different symbols, colors, patterns, etc. While the different classes may be easily distinguished, their meaning is
sometimes difficult to interpret without a suitable explanation. For example, a map with two different symbols for buildings, one
representing residences, another one office buildings, requires an explanation such that the user may draw the intended conclusions
(figure 5).



While the distinct representation informs the user about the existence of differences between objects the boxes in figure 5
represent two types of buildings-it does not inform the user about their semantics, i.e., what the two distinct representations stand for.
Unless these semantics are accessible to the user in an understandable form, the graphical representation conveys incomplete
information.

The legend is the key for the interpretation of drawings. It complements varying graphical representation as the examination
method. The concept of a legend is adopted from traditional cartography which uses it for the explanation of the symbols used on a
map. Essentially, the legend is the dictionary of an interpreter translating from a graphical into an alphanumeric language. For
example, the map in figure 5 needs a legend describing that black boxes are residence and white boxes office buildings. Figure 6
shows this translation from graphical into alphanumeric language.

5 Conclusion

The design of spatial query languages should start with investigations about the concepts which users employ when they deal
with spatial data; therefore, this chapter investigated what users perceive when they communicate with spatial information systems
and how modern techniques may support the interaction with and representation of spatial data. From studies in human-computer
interaction fundamental principles, such as "seeing and pointing," the WYSIV%TYG paradigm, and metaphors were identified as
particularly useful concepts for the interaction with spatial data.

A set of eight requirements for a spatial query language was elaborated, each of which represents important concepts in the
interaction with spatial data and distinguishes spatial data handling from conventional treatment of non-spatial data. These concepts
are:

1. An abstract data type "spatial" with corresponding operations and relationships is needed to provide sufficiently high
abstraction of spatial data at the user interface.

2. The display of query results in graphical form as the most natural form to represent spatial data is crucial since it allows for
the representation of geometry as well as the visualization of properties which are non-spatial, yet related to spatial objects.

3. An extended dialog using pointing devices for selection by pointing and the direct selection of a sub-area promotes the
usage of query results as reference in upcoming queries and reduces the use of the keyboard.



4. The possible combination of one query result with the displayed results of previous queries gives rise to a user-friendly
interaction in which renderings are dynamically changed.

5. Graphical representations frequently require the display of context, i.e., information which was not explicitly asked for, but
which is necessary to interpret a query result in its spatial location.

6. The examination of the content of a drawing provides important information which is otherwise not accessible for a user in
a multi-statement query environment.

7. Varying graphical representation of spatial objects and their parts can be described in terms of colors, patterns, intensity,
and symbols.

8. Finally, varying graphical representation allows the production of graphics about which the user may want information.
The concept of a legend was introduced as the interpreter between the graphical language on the screen and an alphanumeric
language.
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Abstract

Recently, attention has been focused on spatial databases, which combine conventional and spatially related data, such as
Geographic Information Systems, CAD/CAM, or VLSI. A language has been developed to query such spatial databases. It recognizes
the significantly different requirements of spatial data handling and overcomes the inherent problems of the application of
conventional database query languages. The spatial query language has been designed as a minimal extension to the interrogative part
of SQL and distinguishes from previously designed SQL extensions by (1) the preservation of SQL concepts, (2) the high-level
treatment of spatial objects, and (3) the incorporation of spatial operations and relationships. The novel approach is the syntactical
separation of database query and display specification into the query and the representation language, respectively. Users can ask
standard SQL queries to retrieve non-spatial data based on non-spatial constraints, use Spatial SQL commands to inquire about
situations involving spatial data, and give instructions in GRL to manipulate or examine the graphical representation. Separately
formulated queries and display specifications are integrated during query processing to provide an optimized query solution in a single
pass. This paper explains the semantics and syntax of Spatial SQL, the spatial query language, and the Graphical Representation
Language GRL.

I Introduction

Recently, attention has been focused on spatial databases which combine conventional and spatially related data. The need
for spatial query languages has been identified in several different application domains such as Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
[Frank 1984b], image databases [Chang 1981], remote sensing [Lohman 1983], CAD/CAM systems [Lee 1983], or VLSI design
[McLeod 1983]. The usage of standard query languages for spatial data handling has been hindered by the lack of appropriate
language support for spatial data. Query languages such as SQL [Chamberlin 1976], Quel [Stonebraker 1976], or Query-by-Example
[Zloof 1977] are insufficient for spatial data because they address only the particular properties of lexical data.

Some attempts have been made to apply existing (relational) query languages to spatial data as well. These languages treat
spatial data as integers and strings in relational form, so that users need an understanding of implementation details of spatial data,
which is comparable to the seeing the treatment of reals as bit strings. Examples are GEO-QUEL [Berman 1977] [Go 1975], a QUEL
extension, Query-by-PictorialExample [Chang 1980], a Query- by- Example extension, or a Quel extension for image processing
[Embley 1986].

Spatial data have additional properties, such as geometry and graphical representation, which the user must be able to
address in a query language. The importance of spatial relationships and operators for spatial query languages has been recognized
[Frank 1982) [McKeown 1983] [Roussopoulos 1985] and the relational algebra has been extended with spatial operations to a
Geo-Relational Algebra [Gdting 1988]. But a spatial query language must be more than the simple equation: Relational Query
Language + Spatial Relationships = Spatial Query Language. More functionality was added to languages, such as SQUEL, which
combines QUEL and graphical representation with which interactive communication is encouraged [Herot 1980], or GEOBASE
[Barrera 1981] which has a flavor of inheritance and propagation of attributes and values in generalization and aggregation of spatial
hierarchies, respectively. Similar extensions which are based upon SQL [Herring 1988] [Ingram 1987] [Roussopoulos 1985] [Sikeler
1985] will be reviewed at more detail in section 2.3.

In an earlier paper, we analyzed the requirements for a spatial query language describing user concepts about spatial data and
their integration into a human interface [Egenhofer 1988b]. In this paper we demonstrate how these concepts can be translated into the
syntax of a spatial query language. In the context of spatial data handling, a query language is seen as broader than only a solution for
the retrieval of data. Here, the appropriate representation of spatial data is also considered to be part of a query language.
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Instead of developing an entire new query language from scratch, an existing database query language is extended with
spatial concepts. As the host language, SQL was chosen, and the resulting spatial query language is called Spatial SQL. Similar
attempts of extending an existing query language with new concepts have been undertaken in other areas, for instance with the design
of the temporal or historical query languages TQUEL [Snodgrass 1987], TOSQL [Ariav 1986], and HSQL [Sarda 1990] as respective
extensions of QUEL and SQL, and SQL dialects for date and time [Date 1988] and dynamic complex objects [Lorie 1988]. The
particular combination of the description of retrieval and representation in a single query language distinguishes the design of Spatial
SQL from other languages. The retrieval part is based upon SQL, the standard query language for relational databases [ANSI 1986]. It
is completed by the Graphical Representation Language (GRL), a comprehensive tool for the description of the graphical display. The
goal of Spatial SQL is to provide higher abstractions of spatial data in a query language by incorporating concepts closer to the
humans’ thinking about space and the present paper explains the semantics and syntax. Performance considerations will not be
addressed here. Also, the architecture of this system [Egenhofer 1989b], the embedding of Spatial SQL into a human interface
[Egenhofer 1988b] and query processing and optimization [Hudson 1988], have been described elsewhere.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 evaluates previous SQLbased query languages for spatial
databases against a list of requirements for a spatial query language and identifies particular deficiencies in the treatment of the
graphical representation of query results. The architecture of an SQL-based spatial query and representation language is discussed in
section 3. Sections 4 and 5 present the syntax and semantics of the retrieval language Spatial SQL and the Graphical Representation
Language GRL, respectively. An example in section 6 shows the use of Spatial SQL and GRL. Finally, in section 7 our conclusions
are presented.

2 Spatial Query Languages

Spatial SQL is based upon the relational database query language SQL [Chamberlin 1976] which was originally designed as
the query language for System R [Astrahan 1976], IBM’s relational database management system. The framework of an SQL query is
the SELECTFROM-WHERE clause which corresponds to the three operations of relational algebra projection, Cartesian product, and
selection, respectively. The other two fundamental relational operations, set intersection and set union, may be performed explicitly
between two SQL queries. Aggregate functions, such as sum, minimum, or average, extend the power of relational algebra [von
Baltzingsloewen 1987] by calculating a single value from a set of tuples.

2.1 Guidelines for an SQL Extension

The decision to exploit SQL as the backbone for a spatial query language was driven by the recognition of efforts to
standardize SQL as the database query language [ANSI 1986]. The reason for extending an existing query language, as opposed to
developing a new one, was also influenced by the recognition that spatial databases contain both spatial and nonspatial data which will
be the subject of user queries. Three fundamental categories of queries in a spatial information system can be distinguished [Barrera
19811:

• Queries exclusively about spatial properties, e.g., "Show all towns that are split by a river."

• Queries about non-spatial properties, e.g., "How many people live in Orono?"

• Queries which combine spatial and non-spatial properties, e.g., "List all neighbors of the parcel located at 30 Grove
Street."

It is crucial for spatial query languages to provide syntactical means for all three categories. Traditional query languages
already provide a solution for the formulation of non-spatial queries. For example, the query for the number of people living in Orono
may be expressed as the following standard SQL query:

SELECT population
FROM town
WHERE name = "Orono";

A spatial extension to a non-spatial query language must preserve all its alphanumeric functionalities to allow the user to
pose non-spatial queries appropriately.

The premise of the design of this SQL extension has been to retain the concepts of the host language. Likewise, the
characteristic structure of the language with the SELECT-FROM-WHERE clause should stay untouched.



The following concepts of standard SQL were specifically regarded:

• Every query result is a relation.

• The SELECT-FROM-WHERE construct is the framework of every query.

• Predicates in the WHERE clause are formulated upon attributes.

Every extension of SQL as a superset of standard SQL has to live with the flaws of SQL. For this particular work, Codd's
recent critique of SQL [Codd 1988] is not relevant; however, other limitations in the design of SQL make the language difficult to
extend for certain spatial concepts. For instance, the tabular representation of the result, implied for every interactive SQL query, is
inappropriate for spatial applications which frequently require graphical results. The spatial query language presented in this paper
will not improve SQL as such and should not be considered a "better SQL." Instead, it will be shown how easy-or how difficult-it is to
integrate certain spatial concepts into SQL.

The second guideline deals with the number of spatial additions to be made to the syntax of SQL. The current structure of
SQL with the SELECT-FROM-WHERE block (and possibly additional GROUP-BY-HAVING clauses) is already considered to be
complex enough to use [Luk 19861. Additional clauses for the treatment of new concepts are undesirable. Although such
extensions-adding a clause for graphical representation, another one for graphical context, etc.-might appear as a possible solution,
they would certainly further increase the users' problems of formulating syntactically correct queries.

2.2 Requirements for Spatial Query Languages

Investigations of conventional query languages identified eight crucial requirements for a spatial query language which are
not covered by conventional systems [Egenhofer 1988b]. They are:

1. An abstract data type spatial with corresponding operations and relationships is necessary so that users may treat spatial
data at a level independent from internal coding, such as the representation of spatial objects on the level of x-y coordinates
[Roussopoulos 1988].

2. The display of query results in graphical form, as the most natural form to analyze spatial data, allows for the
representation of the geometry of spatial objects and the visualization of issues which are related to spatial objects but
represented in the database as non-spatial attributes.

3. An extended dialog using pointing devices for selection by pointing and direct selection of a subscene promotes the usage
of query results as a reference in upcoming queries and reduces the use of the keyboard [Friedell 1982].

4. The possible combination of one query result with the results of one or more previous queries gives rise to a dynamic
interaction.

5. Graphical representations frequently require the display of context, i.e., information which was not explicitly asked for but
which is necessary to interpret a query result in its spatial location.

6. Induced by the combination of multiple query results in a single rendering, users need control mechanisms to check the
content of a drawing.

7. Varying graphical representation of spatial objects and their parts described in terms of colors, patterns, intensity, and
symbols [Bertin 1983] is by far more complex than the description of the format of a table and requires dedicated language
tools.

8. A descriptive legend is needed which reflects a summary of the object classes displayed together with their particular
representation.

2.3 SQL-Based Query Languages for Spatial Databases

Several proposals have been made to make SQL applicable as a query language for spatial databases, the most significant
extensions of which will be reviewed subsequently.



A proposal with minimal extensions to SQL is GEOQL. This language adds to the standard definition the concept of
geometry in terms of the bounding lines of spatial objects; spatial operators between geographic objects; and windows [Ooi 1989a].

Sikeler proposed two extensions [Sikeler 1985]: (1) the treatment of spatial relations, and (2) a picture list which manages the
graphical output. The spatial relations are separated from the relations among non-spatial data by means of an additional clause
(WITH LOCATION) in which predicates with spatial relationships, such as next-to, can be formulated. The picture list is added to the
attribute list of the SELECT statement. In order to distinguish which parts to print and which parts to draw, the qualifier GRAPHIC is
introduced. Spatial results of subqueries are tagged with the postfix loc. This proposal assumes a standard graphical format for each
relation which is insufficient for most queries. The treatment of relations instead of attributes in the WITH LOCATION clause and the
GRAPHIC qualifier does not conform with the general concept of SQL which requires that predicates are defined upon attributes.

PSQL (Pictorial SQL) is an SQL extension tailored to raster image.. processing [Roussopoulos 1985]. Each spatial object is
extended by an attribute loc which is a pointer to the picture of the object. This attribute is referenced in the SELECT clause for
graphical output and in a specific clause for treating spatial relations. PSQL adds two clauses to the SELECT-FROM-WHERE
construct: (1) AT specifying the area to treat, and (2) ON describing a predefined output format (picture list), such as a specific map
type. The picture list allows juxtaposition (synthesis) of dissimilar information of the same area from different sources. The
introduction of two additional clauses in PSQL makes the formulation of queries unnecessarily complicated. Complex queries which
involve the logical combination of spatial and non-spatial predicates may require repeated AT-WHERE clauses. In a recent update of
this language the logical consequence was drawn and the AT clause was merged with the WHERE clause [Roussopoulos 1988]. A
predefined representation is very useful, but it needs a language to manipulate the representation.

The SQL-based query language for the Geographic Information System KGIS [Keating 1987] is a combination of syntax
extensions in the SELECT-FROM-WHERE clauses and a command set outside of SQL [Ingram 1987]. The spatial relationships
distance, overlay, overlap, and adjacent are added to the WHERE clauses, and spatial relations are extended by the attributes area,
perimeter, and length. Objects on the graphic screen can be identified via a PICK routine. Further extensions include (1) the definition
of a context map which is added to the query result as a default background, (2) the definition of a window which describes the area of
the graphical display, and (3) the specification of the output type (e.g., REMOVE). These features are evaluated as additional clauses
outside of the SELECTFROM-WHERE query.

Another proposal for extensions to SQL [Herring 1988] pursues an object-oriented approach, giving up some SQL principles.
For instance, the FROM clause is cancelled and the SELECT clause treats entire relations represented through object identifiers.
Spatial extensions are Boolean operators for topological concepts, such as intersect or adjacent, spatial attributes, such as area or
centroid; and "derivation operators" determining parts of spatial objects, such as boundary, or compositions, such as union. To provide
for higher-level and more complex constructs, macro facilities are introduced for predicates. These macros can be used as shortcuts in
the WHERE clause. A significant contribution is the attempt to define the spatial relationships, operations, and attributes formally,
using mathematical terms from topology and set theory.

The spatial capabilities of these SQL extensions are summarized in Table I where the languages are analyzed against the
eight requirements for a spatial query language.



3 Separating Retrieval and Display Instructions

The production of a map with a single instruction may be of interest [Ehrich 1988], however, the primary goal of the
interaction with graphical renderings in a spatial information system is making dynamic changes rather than producing static products.
Users are expected to (1) pose several queries in a row the results of which more often change the content of the rendering than its
graphical representation style and (2) edit the graphical rendering frequently by modifying only the graphical "parameters" of objects
already displayed. In such an environment a single, standard display layout is insufficient for complex graphics, such as maps. On the
other hand, the storage of map graphics is inappropriate because the exact rendering depends upon the scale, area of display, and
content of a drawing, and must be recomputed for each actual display. For example, screens may become overcrowded [Frank 1981]
or labels may be placed outside of the visible screen area [Frank 1984a] (Freeman 1987].

The integration of a full display description into the query language would make each user query unnecessarily complex and
long. In lieu of packing the entire request into a single statement, it appears to be beneficial to separate each instruction into several
smaller and controllable units. Three types of instructions are distinguished:

• the actual user query specifying the retrieval of the set of data to be displayed,

• additional queries, called display queries, necessary to separate query results into more detailed sets, each to be
displayed in an individual format, and

• the actual display description specifying how to render the data. 

Here, it is proposed to group these three types of instructions into two languages so that users can separately describe the
content of a drawing-what to retrieve-and its appearance how to display the query result. The separation into a retrieval language and
a representation language releases the user from the need of describing the graphical representation with each query. Instead, a
display environment is maintained that manages the state of the representation and applies it to the query result. Query and display
specifications then interact closely: the representation language describes on the one hand what to do with the result such as, "Show
the buildings in the query result (if any) as black squares." On the other hand, the representation language may require expressions
similar to a regular query for a detailed description such as, "Show the buildings in the query result which are of type residence as red
squares and the commercial buildings as blue squares." The similarity to actual user queries implies that the query language may serve
as part of the Graphical Representation Language.

Our particular approach consists of Spatial SQL, a spatial query language designed as an extended SQL for the retrieval of
spatial and non-spatial data, and the Graphical Representation Language GRL, a dedicated language for the description of the
graphical representation which was designed as a superset of the spatial query language. Fig. 1 shows the three standard situations of a
user interacting with GRL and Spatial SQL: a user modifies the display environment with one or several GRL commands which will
be effective with the next query asked (Fig. 1a); a user formulates a query in Spatial SQL and the result is presented according the
current state of the display environment (Fig. 1b); and a user updates the display environment with a GRL command and requests to
update the current display before asking the next query (Fig. 1c). Query and display instructions are combined in a non-procedural
way, i.e., users describe the display style and formulate the query, and the system finds the most effective way for integrating and
executing a user query and display queries.

The concept of Spatial SQL allows experienced SQL users to continue applying the popular query language for inquiries
upon non-spatial data in the familiar way. Only queries that include spatial properties must use the extensions of Spatial SQL. Users
familiar with SQL are expected to learn this SQL dialect quickly because it preserves the general concepts and structure of standard
SQL and only a few additions are made to the semantics and syntax.

                                                          
  1Only spatial relationships.
2No data definition.
3Only for context.
4As part of the picture list in the ON-clause.



4 Spatial SQL

In Spatial SQL, the domains of the relational calculus are extended by the new domain spatial to provide a high-level
abstraction of spatial data at the user interface. Besides the spatial domain and its dimension-dependent specializations, the necessary
spatial relationships and a method to refer to objects on drawings by pointing at them with a direct manipulation device are introduced.
The semantics and syntax of these extensions are presented in this section.

To date, only subsets of a spatial algebra [Gilting 1988] [Tomlin 1990] and formal definitions of spatial relationships
[Egenhofer 1989a] have been developed; therefore, this part of Spatial SQL is extensible so that new spatial operations can be added
into this conceptual framework.

4.1 Spatial Domain

It has been demonstrated that the use of "pure" SQL for some spatial queries is cumbersome and syntactically very complex
[Westlake 1990]. The treatment of spatial data as abstractions higher than integers or strings is necessary for an appropriate treatment
of geometry. While an operation, such as distance between two points, may be familiar to a large community and its implementation
might be commonly known, other operations or relationships are by far more complex-or subtle. Mathematically less sophisticated
users cannot be expected to acquire all this mathematical knowledge before asking a query with some geometric criterion.

In Spatial SQL, the domains in relational calculus are extended by four spatial domains spatial_0, spatial_l, spatial_2, and
spatial_3-for 0, 1, 2, and 3-dimensional spatial objects, respectively. The domains are generalized to a dimension-independent domain
spatial. An attribute over a spatial domain will be referred to as a spatial attribute, and a relation with a spatial attribute will be called
a spatial relation. The properties of spatial relations are significantly different from the properties of the standard relations with
integer numbers or character strings. Spatial relationships, for instance, refer to spatial concepts such as topology and metric
[Egenhofer 1990c] [Kainz 1990]; however, they are considered as selection criteria, similar to traditional predicates, and can be used
similarly to conventional relationships. Operations upon spatial attributes can be grouped into three classes: (1) unary operations
accessing a spatial property of a tuple, (2) binary operations calculating a value among two tuples, and (3) binary relationships
determining whether a spatial relationship holds among two tuples.

4.2 Unary Spatial Operations

A unary spatial operation can be considered a function upon a spatial attribute. Important spatial functions are those which
determine the dimension of an object, its boundary, and its interior. The dimension is 0, 1, 2, and 3 for points, lines, areas, and
volumes, respectively. Boundary determines the bounding faces of an n-dimensional object 0, i.e., all object parts in the boundary of 0
[Egenhofer 1988a]. Complementary to boundary, interior calculates the interior faces, i.e., all those object parts that are not in the
boundary of 0. The specializations of these operations determine bounding and interior faces of a specific dimension, e.g., an area has
the operations boundingNodes and boundingEdges for the determination of 0- and 1-dimensional bounding object parts, respectively.



For I- and 2-dimensional objects, the set consists of the operations boundary, boundingNodes, boundingEdges, interior,
znteriorNodes, interiorEdges, and interiorAreas.

A second set of unary spatial operations deals with arithmetic operations. They depend upon the dimension of an object. This
set of operations consists of length, for a 1-dimensional object, and area and volume for 2-D and 3-D objects, respectively. More
complex attributes can be derived as the combination of topological and arithmetic properties, such as the perimeter of a polygon
which is defined as the sum of the lengths of the boundingEdges. Other unary operations, such as extreme coordinates [Cox 1979],
complement [Burton 1979], and convex hull [Gilting 1988], fit into this concept and may be easily incorporated into Spatial SQL.

4.3 Binary Spatial Operators

Binary spatial operators are defined similarly to the arithmetic operators for atoms of conventional domains, such as addition
or multiplication. Two binary spatial operations are introduced in Spatial SQL which map from two spatial attributes to a real number:
(1) distance and (2) direction 5. Distances can be added, subtracted, multiplied with a scalar, and compared for equality, order, and
strict order. Directions can be compared with the same operators and subtracted to yield angles. Aggregate functions, such as
minimum and average, can be formulated upon distances and directions.

A prefix formulation for spatial operators, like distance (city.geometry, highway. geometry), is more natural and
preferred over the conventional infix form of arithmetic operators. Spatial operators can occur in any SELECT clause in association
with two spatial attributes, or in any WHERE clause as part of a non-spatial predicate. Though spatial operators are conceptually
different from aggregate functions, they are incorporated into Spatial SQL at the same locations.

4.4 Spatial Relationships

A spatial relationship is a relationship between two spatial attributes. Spatial relationships conform with traditional binary
relationships and result in a Boolean value. Hence, they can be immediately applied as predicates in the WHERE clause of SQL.
Spatial SQL also preserves the infix form of traditional SQL predicates for spatial predicates. Similar to Standard SQL, which
overloads relationships like less than or equal, spatial relationships are defined upon the generalized spatial data type spatial. The
actual implementation is invisible to the user unless a constraint is violated, such as a void predicate, "point contains line."

Binary topological relationships are based upon the set intersections of the boundaries and interiors of the two targets
[Egenhofer 1989a] [Egenhofer 1990d]. For example, the neighborhood relationship between two areas can be expressed in terms of
the four boundary and interior intersections (Table 2).

These specifications are dimension independent and, therefore, apply to any two objects of arbitrary dimensions. Fig. 2
shows prototypical examples for the topological relationships most commonly used in geographic applications: disjoint, meet, overlap,
inside/contains, covers/coveredBy, and equal. They are included in Spatial SQL as convenience operations releasing users from the
fundamental mathematical knowledge necessary to formulate spatial queries with topological constraints and to provide a higher-level
abstraction of geometric concepts. Depending on various orderings, details can be expressed about topological relationships. Possible
spatial order relations are left/right, north/south, or over/under.

                                                          
5 Strictly speaking, the types are a positive real number for distances and a range domain (0.. .359°59'59") for directions.



4.5 Spatial Data Definition

The data definition in SQL is extended for spatial attributes. The following example shows the definition of the relation city
with a conventional attribute name and a spatial attribute geometry.

CREATE TABLE city
( name char (20)
geometry spatial_2 );

In general, a spatial relation will have exactly one spatial attribute which defines the geometry of the object; however, Spatial
SQL does not prevent the user from defining several "geometries" for a single object. This possibility might be useful for the
representation of an object at different scales and levels of detail. For example, a town on a map may be represented as a polygon in
1:10,000 and as a node at its center of gravity in 1:1,000,000. The data definition in Spatial SQL would allow for a table city with two
different spatial attributes, like

CREATE TABLE city
( name char (20)
geometry spatial-2
generalizedGeometry spatial-0 );

Spatial attributes in Spatial SQL commands are used equivalently to conventional attributes in SQL either in the SELECT
clause as projection, or as a predicate in the WHERE clause.

4.6 Selection by Pointing

Interactive communication with drawings is enabled with the PICK qualifier which allows users to formulate queries with
reference to spatial objects visible on a screen. PICK is incorporated into the language as a predicate and can qualify each spatial
attribute in a WHERE clause. The specification is similar to a value typed from the keyboard; however, the specified value is not a
character string but the location of an object identified on the screen.

The semantics of selection by pointing vary depending on the spatial dimension of the target. When pointing to objects
rendered in the two-dimensional plane, the target is either the 0 or 1-dimensional object closest to the pointer or the 2-dimensional
object which includes the point of selection [Egenhofer 1990b]. Ambiguities in the selection may exist if more than one object of the
class identified has the same distance to the pointer position. Such situations may occur when, for instance, a user tries to select a road
pointing exactly to the intersection of two roads. Likewise, the selection of an areal object is ambiguous if the user points exactly to



the boundary of two adjacent areas. In such (rare) cases, the user will be offered the possible choices and then asked to identify the
target [Egenhofer 1988b].

5 The Graphical Representation Language GRL

The Graphical Representation Language GRL [Egenhofer 1990a] provides tools for the manipulation of the graphical
representation of query results. Central to GRL is the concept of the display environment which manages the state of the graphical
specifications, i.e., how to display query results. During query processing, this information is used to augment the user query with
display queries and to render the query result according the display description. Generally, the state of the display environment applies
to the next Spatial SQL query asked. Unless the user changes the environment with a GRL instruction, the display environment
continues to produce a map of the same style. A particular GRL instruction causes the GRL state to be immediately applied to the
current rendering.

The generic form of a GRL command is

<GRL instruction> <graphic specification>;

where <GRL instruction> specifies the action to take and <graphic specification> describes the graphical environment.

GRL distinguishes four instruction types: set and define, establishing the characteristics of the graphical representation;
cancel, resetting the environment; and show, examining its current values. Environments specified with set or define are effective for
all subsequent Spatial SQL queries and stay valid until they are cancelled or overwritten with a corresponding instruction. Define
commands persist across sessions, while set commands discontinue with the end of a session. The qualifier immediately allows users
to update the graphical representation of the current map prior to asking the next query. Both set and define may be immediately
executed.

Six types of graphic specification are distinguished: (1) the display mode, (2) the graphical representation, (3) the scale of the
drawing, (4) the window to be shown, (5) the spatial context, and (6) the examination of the content.

5.1 Display MODE

In order to combine several query results in a single drawing, the selection of the appropriate display mode is necessary. In
SQL, the SELECT clause is overloaded with the projection of the attributes into the resulting relation and the implied tabular
representation. This combination is a major impediment for a query language with more than one kind of representation [Egenhofer
1987]. Spatial SQL solves this problem by the separation of the two issues. The SELECT command performs only the relational
projection operation; the query result will be displayed according to the current display type selected with GRL. Display modes are the
conventional alphanumeric display and four graphical display types: (1) new, starting a new drawing; (2) overlay, adding the result
onto an existing drawing; (3) remove, erasing the result from a drawing; (4) highlight, emphasizing the result such that it can be easily
recognized.

With the selection of the graphic mode the placement of labels can be directed as well. Non-spatial attributes in the SELECT
clause will be represented as labels. Their actual placement remains the task of some name-placement subsystem [Freeman 19871.

5.2 LEGEND

The graphical representation of spatial data has more variety than lexical representation in tabular form. GRL offers the user
tools to describe colors, patterns, and symbols for spatial objects. These graphic attributes can be specified for either an entire relation
or specific instances which fulfill the specified constraints. This part of GRL depends upon the user’s hardware; therefore, the set of
terms is designed to be extensible such that it can be adapted to different environments.

5.3 SCALE and WINDOW

The scale of the graphical representation and the window describing the area to be displayed can be described with the
commands SET SCALE and SET WINDOW, respectively. The scale is set by a positive number n, representing a scale factor of I : n.
The window can be determined either by two pairs of coordinates, two diagonal points selected on a screen drawing, or the minimal
bounding rectangle from the result of a Spatial SQL query.



5.4 CONTEXT

The interpretation of graphical representation is extremely dependent on the context and environment in which it is shown.
Unlike lexical representation, it is often insufficient to draw only those objects directly requested in the query. The representation of a
city as a point in the center of the screen is useless information unless context, such as the boundary of the state, helps to identify its
location [Egenhofer 1988b]. GRL allows the user to define spatial relations or specified portions with SET CONTEXT as graphical
context which is during query processing merged with the actual user query.

5.5 CONTENT

Because a combination of multiple query results may be shown in a single drawing, a control mechanism is necessary with
which the user may examine the content of a drawing. The content is the logical combination of queries the results of which were
combined with Overlay and Remove. In essence, the content gives a single query with which the drawing currently visible could have
been produced. Such a single query may be fairly complex. For example, the two following queries may be combined by removing the
result of the second from the result of the first.

SET MODE new;

SELECT geometry
FROM building
WHERE value > 50.000;

SET MODE remove;

SELECT geometry
FROM building
WHERE value < 80.000;

The content of the drawing is then a map with all buildings with a value greater than or equal to 80.000.

Of course, content is only observable, i.e., users can examine the content with SHOW CONTENT, but they cannot SET or
MODIFY it.

6 Query Example

Imagine a geographic database of Penobscot county with towns, parcels, buildings, roads, rivers, and utility lines. An
insurance agent wants the following information displayed on a map for a client who intends to buy a home-owner’s insurance policy
for the building "26 Grove Street" in the town of Orono:

Show a map of Grove Street in Orono with all buildings, parcel boundaries, and roads. Display the residences in green,
commercial buildings in blue, parcel boundaries in black. Cross-hatch roads narrower than 15 ft. Label roads by names.

First, the graphical environment is built describing the various colors, patterns, and symbols used.

SET LEGEND
COLOR black
PATTERN dashed

FOR SELECT boundary (geometry)
FROM parcel;

SET LEGEND
COLOR green, blue

FOR SELECT residence.geometry, commercial.geometry
FROM residence building, commercial building
WHERE residence.type "Residential" and

commercial.type "Commercial";

SET LEGEND
PATTERN cross-hatched

FOR SELECT interior (geometry)
FROM road
WHERE width < 15;



Then the user identifies the window of interest and sets a context for the roads.

SET WINDOW
SELECT geometry
FROM road
WHERE town.name = "Orono";

SET CONTEXT
FOR road.geometry

SELECT  parcel.geometry, building.geometry, road.name
FROM  road, parcel, building;

Finally, the user selects to draw a new map and enters the actual user query, a brief Spatial SQL statement.

SET MODE new;

SELECT road.geometry
FROM road, town
WHERE town.name = "Orono" and

road.name = "Grove Street" and
road.geometry INSIDE town.geometry;

The result is the desired map (Fig. 3).

With further Spatial SQL commands the user requests more information about the objects displayed or manipulates the
graphical properties of the rendering. For example, the following commands will help the insurance agent to identify the building with
address "26 Grove Street":

SET MODE  highlight;

SELECT  building.geometry
FROM  building
WHERE  address = "26 Grove Street";

The insurance agent’s primary interest is in fire fighting. How far is the building from the next fire station?

SET MODE alpha;

SELECT distance (building.geometry, firestation.geometry), firestation.address
FROM building, building firestation
WHERE building = PICK and

firestation.type = "Fire Station";



WHERE building = pick and
firestation.type = “Fire Station”;

The result is a list of fire stations and their distances to the building which the user selected by pointing (PICK). Note that the
previously defined window restricts the fire stations to be located in Orono.

To check the accessibility to a water hydrant from "26 Grove Street" the insurance agent overlays the water hydrants, located
within 100 ft of the building, over the current map.

SET LEGEND
COLOR red
SYMBOL "2mm disk"

FOR SELECT geometry
FROM utility
WHERE type = "Water Hydrant";

SET MODE overlay;

SELECT geometry
FROM utility, building
WHERE type = "Water Hydrant" and

building.geometry = PICK and
distance (building.geometry, utility.geometry) < 100;

Are there any parcels on Grove Street which had fire accidents since 1980? If yes, show them on the map.

SET-IMMEDIATELY COLOR red
FOR-SELECT  interior (geometry)

FROM parcel
WHERE fire-damage-date >= 1980;



The insurance agent checks the values of the buildings on the parcels adjacent to "26 Grove Street."

7 Conclusion

The functionality of SQL has been extended with spatial properties to fulfill eight essential requirements for a spatial query
language. Spatial SQL is characterized by minimal extensions to SQL and the introduction of the Graphical Representation Language
(GRL). The eight requirements for a spatial query language are satisfied with: (1) the introduction of a spatial data type and the
corresponding operations and relationships; (2) the graphical representation directed from GRL; (3) the display MODES New,
Overlay, Remove, Diff, and Highlight in GRL to combine query results into a single drawing; (4) the definition of CONTEXT in
GRL; (5) the examination of CONTENT from GRL; (6) selection by pointing via the PICK qualifier in WHERE clauses; (7) the
manipulation of the graphical representations of objects with colors, patterns, and symbols; (8) the examination of the map LEGEND
in GRL; (9) the combination of both graphical and alphanumeric data in a single result which enable objects to be labeled- (10)
graphical representations in specific map scales; and (11) the selection of a spatial query window to which queries will refer.

Several features of Spatial SQL have an object-oriented flavor, such as the complex abstract data type spatial and its subtypes
for different spatial dimensions. Recently, object-oriented SQL versions have been proposed as general ad hoc query languages for
object-oriented databases, e.g., OSQL for IRIS [Fishman 1986], HDBL [Linnemann 1988], and the 02 query language [Bancillion
1989]. HDBL and OSQL allow users to define complex data types, including generalization hierarchies, and corresponding
operations; however, the extension of a database language with a new abstract data type [Date 1988] [Ong 1984] [Stonebraker 1983]
is only one of the requirements for a spatial query language. All object-oriented SQL extensions have not made any provisions for the
issues related to the graphical representation of query results.

The implementation of Spatial SQL has reached the following state: a parser was implemented for both Spatial SQL and
GRL commands. Parsed Spatial SQL commands are translated into Horn clauses for query optimization and distribution among a
relational database management system and a spatial file system [Hudson 1989]. Optimization takes into account spatial indexing,
similar to strategies in other spatial databases [Giiting 1989] [Ooi 1989b]. A prototype for this component exists as well. It is planned
to translate GRL commands into Horn clauses and to merge them with the actual user query, such that both requests can be processed
in a single stream. Query results to be graphically displayed will be loaded into the spatial DBMS which provides graphical output.

Spatial SQL and GRL commands are verbose if a user has to type them from a keyboard. Considerable increase of the
usability of this spatial query language is expected by incorporating the command line structure into a human interface, as proposed in
[Egenhofer 11988b]. The incorporation of the direct-manipulation device into the query language is a first step toward an improved
interaction with maps using pointing instead of typing. Operations like pan and zoom are good candidates to exploit this concept for
which appropriate metaphors are being examined [Jackson 1990]. Likewise, the implementation of GRL as a visual language is likely
to boost its usability. For example, instead of typing a name for a color or pattern, users may make their choice from a control panel
which presents a series of colors and patterns, and also allows the users to create new ones. A cartographic editor to create and
manipulate cartographic symbols is an essential component of such a user interface [Steiner 1989]. Finally, the visualization of
prototypical spatial relations may reduce the time for learning a specific terminology and help users in the selection of the correct
configuration.
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Abstract

The powerful logic-based concept of Prolog has been integrated with a database suitable for spatial data handling to form a
database query language that is more flexible and powerful than the currently used SQL. This experimental implementation, called
LOBSTER, allowed researchers to explore a number of areas of a GIS. Examples from object-oriented modeling, geomorphology, and
query optimization show the application of such a language. Problems encountered during the application of LOBSTER include the
absence of consistency checking during input of rules and facts, and the lack of appropriate techniques to detect cyclic rule definitions.
Nevertheless, the experimental implementation showed that these techniques were extremely valuable for GIS.

1 Introduction

To develop a flexible and powerful program system for geographic information systems (GIS) is a challenging task. It is
particularly difficult to construct programs that can assist users for all the different functions they expect from a GIS [Frank 1984]
[Smith 1987]. During the past decade, advanced methods and techniques from computer science have been integrated into GIS. The
use of high-level programming languages is commonplace today and the designers of GIS software use modern software engineering
techniques [Aronson 1983]. Database management systems and their principles have been applied and the specific requirements of
spatial data handling studied [Frank 1988]. Finally, it is recognized that some methods from artificial intelligence (AI) could be
beneficial for GIS [Abler 1987] [Peuquet 1987] [Robinson 1987b] [McKeown 1987].

Computer systems are essentially formal systems that manipulate symbols according to formal rules. These systems do not
understand-in the sense that human beings’ understand-the meanings of the symbols or what they stand for. They follow the instruc-
tions of their programs with blinding speed, but without any "common sense." Computer systems treat formal models which consist of
two parts: (1) a theory with a collection of expressions in a formal language and (2) an agreed-upon interpretation of formal
expressions which link the symbols used in the formal system with reality. The derivation of information is the process of proving a
specific proposition within such a theory. The best-known language for a formal model is first-order logic which expresses facts and
rules in a single, formalized matter [Gallaire 1984b] and derives knowledge by using formal rules.

The deductive power of logic inference systems is typically used in AI systems (Barr 1982] [Hayes-Roth 1983]. Geographic
Information Systems need these methods to help integrate data from different sources into a unified system [Robinson 1987a]. A
deficiency of any AI-based system is the quantitative difference between AI/expert systems and database management systems
[Mylopoulos 1981]: while database management systems are good for the storage of large amounts of data elements (records) from a
very few types (structured data), Al systems store a smaller number of facts, but of a much larger variety of types (unstructured data).
In this paper, methods from Al research are combined with database management techniques to make both available to GIS. A
particular system has been implemented which allowed us to conduct a number of experiments in promising areas for the use of Al in
GIS.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the next section discusses the need for intelligent GIS query languages.
Prolog, an Al programming language, is proposed as a powerful query language if integrated with a database management system.
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LOBSTER is such a persistent language combining concepts of the Prolog programming language with database management
techniques. The integration of DBMS and Al language are discussed as well as the implementation of the inference machine. The last
section reports on some of our GIS test applications using LOBSTER, such as the implementation of object-oriented abstraction
mechanisms, feature extraction in geomorphology, and query optimization in a distributed database environment. The paper concludes
with a summary of drawbacks encountered during the use of LOBSTER as a Prolog-based query language.

2 GIS Query Languages

The production of spatial information on demand is the motivation for spatial query languages. A query language is a general
means to request information about the contents of a database. Users formulate their requests to the database by describing their needs
("What to retrieve") and the desired representation of the result ("How to represent the results")A spatial query language Is a tool
suitable to interrogate spatial databases.

2.1 Database Query Languages

Database query languages are tools to facilitate access to a database and have been investigated by computer scientists for
more than a decade. The term query refers to a statement requesting data to be retrieved from a database. Query languages are best-
known with respect to (relational) databases. SQL, an acronym for Structured Query Language [Chamberlin 1976], is the standard
relational query language [ANSI 1986] and enjoys popularity in traditional database applications, such as accounting. Based on the
underlying relational data model [Codd 1970], SQL deals exclusively with relations, combinations of relations, and some "syntactic
sugar" added to relational algebra, such as arithmetic capabilities, assignment of results to relations, and aggregate functions. Although
SQL is very popular and has been standardized, there has been criticism that SQL queries can be difficult to understand [Luk 1986]
and are particularly cumbersome to use for complex engineering applications.

The fundamental structure of SQL is the SELECT-FROM-WHERE block. The SELECT clause determines the attributes to
display; the FROM clause describes the data sets needed to solve the query; and the optional WHERE clause specifies constraints
upon the items to be retrieved. For example, the request for all lines with start or end nodes within a box described by two pairs of x-
and y-values is formulated in SQL as follows:

SELECT line.id
FROM line, node
WHERE 20000 < x and x < 30000 and

25000 < y and y < 30000 and
(line.start = node.id or line.end = node.id);

Asked against a database containing the relations node and line (figure 1), the result is a relation with the two tuples B and
C which are automatically displayed on the screen in a tabular format.

Quel, the query language for the Ingres database management system [Stonebraker 1976], closely imitates the tuple relational
calculus [Codd 1972] and has the same expressive power as SQL, i.e., any query asked in SQL can be also asked in Quel.

The third major query language is Query-by-Example [Zloof 1977]. It supports users with skeleton tables to be filled out like
forms making the language more user friendly and easier to learn [Reisner 1981] than conventional one- dimensional languages as
command strings. Some additional conventions are used, e.g., an underscore character precedes domain variables to distinguish them
from constants. Figure 2 shows the same query as above in Query-by-Example.



2.2 Requirements for GIS Query Languages

GIS applications place specific demands on the expressive power and capacity of their query languages. Conventional query
languages can certainly be used to access spatial objects stored in databases; however, it is difficult for them to express queries which
involve particular spatial properties [Frank 1982a] [Egenhofer 1988] [Laurini 1989]. The following examples demonstrate typical GIS
queries and underscore the problems traditional (relational) query languages have with their formulation and processing.

Frequently, GIS users ask for quantitative spatial information, such as the distance between two objects. Traditional query
languages lack geometric concepts and do not support the formulation of user queries with spatial terms. Users with limited
mathematical skills have difficulties in handling such a system. For example, to retrieve not only the lines starting or ending in a box,
but also those crossing through it, users must explicitly formulate complex equations for line intersections. The requirement of such
detailed mathematical knowledge makes "pure" SQL too complex to use for spatial applications.

Another complex query in the context of a GIS is to find the largest connected forest area which contains a specific parcel.
This request for the transitive closure translates into the two operations: (1) to find the parcel X and place it in a set S and (2) to repeat-
until the set S does not grow anymore-the operation: for each parcel P in S find all its neighbors N, and if the parcel type is forest then
add N to the set S. Traditional database query languages lack the concepts of loops and recursion necessary to solve such queries, and
therefore, cannot be used to formulate such queries.

Other GIS query language requirements include the graphical representation of query results and the display of context to
make certain queries understandable [Egenhofer 1989c]

3 Prolog and Database Management Systems

3.1 Prolog

A Prolog-like language may be used as a query language to a GIS based on a database management system that can deal with
large numbers of (spatial) data records. Prolog [Clocksin 1981] is an implementation of a subset of first-order predicate logic [Gallaire
1984b] It is based on facts and rules which are expressed as Horn clauses. A clause is a canonical representation of predicates ao ... an,
bo ... bm in the form

The left hand side of the clause, called the consequent, is the combination of all disjunctions (ORs) and the right hand side,
the antecedent, has all conjunctions (ANDs). In a Horn clause the consequent predicates, i.e. the ai’s, are restricted to zero or one
instance, that is

The following example demonstrates the use a Prolog language based on the set of points and lines in figure 1. Predicates
tagged by asterisks denote the definition of clauses, while untagged clauses stand for queries, and constants are capitalized, whereas
variables start with lower case.



*point (2, 22399.28, 22379.72).
*point (3, 23874.39, 25479.93).
*point (8, 19829.83, 29878.98).

*line (A, 2, 3).
*line (B, 3, 8).
*line (C, 8, 2).

Given the implementation of the predicate inBox (x, y, xLow, xHigh, yLow, yHigh), the following clauses define the rules
for the inclusion of start and end point within a box:

*linePoints (1, p) IF line (1, p, end).
*linePoints (1, p) IF line (1, start, p).
*lineInBox (1, xl, yl, xh, yh) IF linePoints (1, p), node (p, X, Y), inBox (x, y, xl, yl, xh,
yh).

Prolog’s inference mechanism allows then for the derivation of the query result:

lineInBox (lineId, 20000, 25000, 30000, 30000).

lineId = B
lineId = C

3.2 Combining Prolog with a Database Management System

A Prolog system is often viewed as a programming language, but it also contains certain aspects of a database management
system [Kowalski 1979], such as storage and retrieval of data and information. The use of Prolog or similar logic programming
methods for database management have been proposed [Gallaire 1984a]. Using a Prolog system as a database [Motro 1984] allows
users to store unstructured-or minimally structured-facts without being aware of a database schema. Data and metadata are stored in
the same format, so that users need not distinguish between and can search them the same way. Another approach, coupling an
existing database management system with a separate Prolog system [Vassilou 1983], makes the potential of the Prolog programming
language available for user interaction in an interactive environment with existing, traditionally structured databases Parke 1984]. In
this combination, the database system stores the structured data, while the Prolog system is used as an expert system or a tool for an
enhanced user interface. Such interfaces to database management systems have been recently integrated into some commercial Prolog
systems. Specific attention has to be paid to query processing. Performance will seriously degrade if the inference engine frequently
passes control and data from the Prolog system to the database and vice-versa to process predicates one instance at a time.

3.3 Persistent Programming Languages and Prolog

The extension of a programming language with database management capacities is frequently referred to as a persistent
programming language. Persistent programming languages have been designed and implemented as extensions of object-oriented
programming languages, such as Smalltalk [Goldberg 1983] and C++ [Stroustrup 1986], but lack the simplicity and inference power
of a Prolog language.

Standard Prolog [Clocksin 1981] leaves the provision for long term storage of facts and rules to file storage. Hence, we
combined Prolog with a database management system to construct a persistent Prolog. Users can store data, structured according to
the database schema, with Prolog facts and rules in the same database representing unstructured data. Simultaneously, they can use the
inference mechanism to exploit the data.

Generally, most database management systems based on the network or relational data model can be used to support an
inference mechanism of the form described. A database management system then serves as a general storage and retrieval system for
clauses. This replaces the particular systems built in present Prolog implementations. The major extension is the use of disk storage
and access methods; however, for GIS applications, the database system must respond to a number of specific requirements [Frank
1988], for example:

• object-oriented database design (Dittrich 1986],

• generalization/specialization as abstraction methods [Borgida 1984],



• suitability for modeling of geometric data [Harder 1985] with high-level abstractions of geometric objects,
operations, and classes [Egenhofer 1988] [GiAing 1988],

•  fast access based on spatial location [Frank 1981].

The change in the environment-database in lieu of programming-aggravates some of the well-’ town problems of Prolog:

• User input of new facts and rules must be checked for consistency, e.g., comparing the spelling of new facts against
previously stored ones.

• Execution speed with large spatial data collections must be improved so that acceptable response times can be
guaranteed.

4 LOBSTER

LOBSTER is a persistent Prolog interpreter [Frank 1984] using the PANDA database management system [Frank 1982b].
PANDA incorporates many object-oriented concepts, such as generalization and association, extensibility with user-defined abstract
data types, and spatial storage and access methods [Egenhofer 1989b].

LOBSTER can be distinguished from the standard Prolog implementation [Clocksin 1981] in several aspects:

• Persistency of rules and facts: The rules and facts users store are kept on disk in a permanent database and available
for any future work. In contrast, standard Prolog demands that the used rules and facts are loaded into main memory
at the beginning of each session.

• Organization of rules and facts into groups: The persistency of all facts and rules requires that users have some tools
to organize them so that they can keep track of what they had previously defined.

• Extensibility: New built-in predicates, written in a conventional programming languages, such as Pascal, can be
easily implemented and integrated into the LOBSTER environment so that their actual implementation is hidden
from the users.

Newer commercial Prolog products do provide some similar features, including access to relational database management
systems.

Central to LOBSTER is the combination of a Prolog interface with a database management system to allow users to store
GIS data and use the Prolog language and interpreter for building a query language. These two systems must be linked so that the
Prolog interpreter has access to the data stored in the database management system and that these data may appear as facts in the
Prolog system. The link between the two systems is achieved in two steps:

• Operations for database access are coded and integrated into the Prolog interpreter such that they appear as regular
Prolog predicates, so-called built-ins, providing a low-level access to database facts from Prolog.

• Mappings are defined from the conceptual database schema to Prolog predicates and then implemented as Prolog
rules using the built-ins for database access.

In order to store facts in a database, a database schema had to be designed. Figure 3 shows a solution in an extended enti ty-
relationship diagram.

The following example demonstrates how a Prolog rule is stored in the database according to this structure. The rule
is stored as a clause with two predicates (grandFather, father) and three symbols (x, y, xy). The clause consists of

three atomic formulae (grandFather (x, y) as the consequent atom, father (x, xy) and father (xy, Y) as the antecedent
atomic formulae). For each atomic formula, the corresponding variables are recorded with their number in the clause (e.g., x=I, y=2
for grandFather). In the clause, each variable is connected witb the respective symbol, either as const for a constant or
bound/unbound for a variable before and after binding it to a value, respectively.

The implementation of LOBSTER follows the Prolog method of a depth first search and uses the facts in the order they are
encountered in the linkage of predicates, atoms, and consequent clause. For use as a database retrieval system, the interpreter has to
return with each success so the application can use the data in any way it is necessary, i.e., the Prolog interpreter works as though it



was a co-routine. This excludes a simple recursive implementation of the interpreter and requires explicit storage of the state of the
interpreter during query processing to continue the search with backtracking after a solution has been found and processed. The
backtracking algorithm is inherently sequential, using one data element at a time and its formulation in a navigational data
manipulation language makes no problems. It cannot easily take advantage of the set oriented interface of a relational database. In
order to reduce the number of physical disk accesses necessary for each step, physical clustering of records, as provided by PANDA,
is beneficial.

5 Applications

In this section, some experimental. applications will be presented which were built upon LOBSTER exploiting the power of
logic programming, the database approach, and the extensibility.

5.1 Object-Oriented Abstraction Mechanisms

Object-oriented modeling is an innovative approach to designing software systems for complex situations in dealing with
real-world problems as they occur in GIS [Dittrich 1986]. It pursues the integration of traditionally separated methods used in DBMS,
programming languages, and Al [Mylopoulos 1981] [Brodie 1984] and employs powerful abstraction mechanisms, such as genera-
lization [Borgida 1984], association [Brodie 1981], and aggregation [Smith 1977]. The concepts of inheritance [Goldberg 1983]
[Cardelli 1984] and propagalion [Rumbaugh 1988], originating from programming languages, play an important role for GIS
modeling [Egenhofer 1989a]. A system like LOBSTER is particularly well-suited to demonstrate these sophisticated abstraction
mechanisms in a concise fashion. Data and metadata are described in a uniform way so that users may easily exploit metadata for the
formulation of rules and queries.

Inheritance is a method of defining a class in terms of one or more other, more general classes [Dahl 1966], called an is_a
hierarchy [Mylopoulos 1984]. Properties common for a superclass and its subclasses are defined only once with the superclass-and
inherited by all objects in the subclass. Subclasses may have additional, specific properties and operations which are not shared by the
superclass. Figure 4 shows a generalization hierarchy with three levels of classes. The properties of a building, such as address and
owner, are inherited to the subclass residence, and also transitively to the sub-subclasses rural residence and urban residence.



LOBSTER has been used to prototype these concepts so that experiments could be run in a GIS environment [Egenhofer
1989a]. Each property of a class is expressed as a predicate of the form p (class, property). Generalization is described as the
is_a-predicate of the form is_a (subclass, superclass). The following facts describe the model depicted in figure 4.

*p (Building, Address).
*p (Building, Owner).
*p (Residence, Resident).

*is_a (RuralResidence, Residence).
*is_a (UrbanResidence, Residence).
*is_a (Residence, Building).

Inheritance is then defined by the predicate properties which recursively derives the properties associated with a class and
all its superclasses.

*properties (class, property) IF p (class, property).
*properties (class, property) IF is-a (class, superclass),

properties (superclass, property).

All properties of the class urbanResidence can then be determined with the predicate

properties (UrbanResidence, prop).

which the following values for the variable prop fulfill:

prop = Resident
prop = Address
prop = Owner

In aggregation and association hierarchies, two types of property values occur: (1) values that are specifically owned by the
composite object and, therefore, distinct and independent from those of its components and (2) values of the composite object which
depend upon values of the properties of all components [Egenhofer 1986]. The mechanisms to describe such dependencies and ways
to derive values is called propagation [Rumbaugh 1988]. Propagation guarantees consistency, because the dependent values of the
aggregate are derived and need not be updated every time the components are changed. For example, the property population of the
class county is the sum of the populations of all related instances of the class settlement.

LOBSTER was used for a prototype implementation of propagation. The following (simplified) facts describe the county
Penobscot as an aggregate of two settlements Bangor and Orono-and some more in the rural areas-with the property
settlementPopulation.

*p (Orono, SettlementPopulation, 10,000).
*p (Bangor, SettlementPopulation, 60,000).
*p (Orono, PartOf, Penobscot).
*p (Bangor, PartOf, Penobscot).



The population of the largest settlement in a county is derived from the settlements as the maximum of their populations.
This dependency is expressed by the following rule, stating that the population of a specific county is the maximum of the population
of all settlements which are part of it.

*propagates (Part0f, SettlementPopulation, PopulationofLargestSettlement, Maximum).

The generic rule for propagation is the following predicate. It describes the value of the property of an aggregate in terms of
the values of the components using a specific aggregation function.

*p (aggregateClass, aggregateProperty, aggregateValue) IF propagates (relation,
 componentProperty, aggregateProperty, operation),

p (componentClass, relation, aggregateClass),
p (componentClass, componentProperty, componentValue),
p (operation, componentValue, aggregateValue).

For example, the value of the property countyPopulation is then evaluated with

p (County, PopulationOfLargestSettlement, x).

and results in

x = 60,000

5.2 Geomorphology

The following experiment with LOBSTER describes how to define complex properties that can be derived from stored base
properties. This example from geomorphology shows the definition of complex application-related terms in a rigorous manner so that
users can understand them. These definitions are easy to program, but more important they make assumptions explicit so that different
experts’ opinions can be discussed. The distinction between different types of landscapes is evident for human observers, but at the
same time they are difficult to express in formal terms. Verbal definitions of terms in natural language for geophysical phenomena
have the substantial drawback that they are frequently based on other expressions which are not exactly defined, but are assumed to be
generally understood [Frank 1986].

Symbolic processing for the extraction of geomorphologic features from landscape models has been proposed as a basis for
formal analysis of terrain features [Palmer 1984]. This method uses a triangulated irregular network to describe a digital terrain model.
In such a tessellation, nodes have an identifier and x, y, and z coordinates, and edges are described by an edge-identifier, the
identifiers of the start and the end node, and the identifiers of the left and right area. The definition of terrain features is then based on
the classification of an edge according to the downslopes of their adjacent triangles [Frank 1986]:

• an edge is confluent if the slope of both adjacent triangles is towards the edge;

• an edge is diffluent if the slope of both adjacent triangles is off the edge; and

• an edge is transfluent if the slope of one adjacent triangle is towards the edge and off the edge for the other triangle.

Two edges are connected if they share a common node and a valley is then a sequence of connected confluent edges.

These rules can be easily expressed as predicates in first-order predicate logic and implemented in a Prolog language
[Robinson 1987b); however, pure Prolog [Clocksin 1981] lacks arithmetic operations, such as trigonometric functions, necessary to
calculate the slope and determine the direction of flow over an edge. Such calculations can be easily performed in a traditional
programming language, e.g., FORTRAN or Pascal, and then integrated with LOBSTER. The definitions given here can be directly
executed. It is not necessary to manually translate them into code with the usual risk of introducing errors and misunderstandings. The
predicates defined are also available in an interactive setting for experimentations.

*connectedEdge (el, e2) IF edge (ei, s, e) AND edge (e2, s, ee) AND
notEqual (ei, e2).

*connectedEdge (el, e2) IF edge (el, s, e) AND edge (e2, ss, e) AND
notEqual (el, e2).

*connectedEdge (el, e2) IF edge (el, s, e) AND edge (e2, e, ee) AND
notEqual (el, e2).

*connectedEdge (ei, e2) IF edge (el, s, e) AND edge (e2, ss, s) AND
notEqual (el, e2).



*confluentEdge (e) IF edgeFlow (e, In, In).
*diffluentEdge (e) IF edgeFlow (e, Out, Out).
*transfluentEdge (e) IF edgeFlow (e, In, Out).
*transfluentEdge (e) IF edgeFlow (e, Out, In).

The following two rules define a valley as a sequence of confluent edges and draw the resulting valley using the built-in
predicate drawEdge as a co-routine.

*drawNextEdge (e) IF confluentEdge (e) AND drawEdge (e) AND
connectedEdge (e, ne) AND drawNextEdge (ne).

*drawValley (e) IF confluentEdge (e) AND drawEdge (e) AND
connectedEdge (e, ne) AND drawNextEdge (ne).

5.3 Query Optimization

A common solution integrating multiple databases is the definition of a unifying query language which provides users with a
view as if they dealt with a single system [Dayal 1986]. This is a likely scenario for all those GIS which use a special purpose data
storage system for recording spatial data and a standard database management system for non-spatial data. Particularly important in
such a distributed database environment is the determination of an efficient query processing strategy. The term query optimization
refers to the process of calculating various strategies to process a specific query and selecting a plan which most likely provides the
least expensive execution time. Various factors must be considered, such as the size of the database, the number of records involved in
processing a particular operation, and the time to access records which may be distributed across different sites.

Query optimization is an important issue in a Prolog environment with large amounts of facts. Assume a rule of the form

a (x, G) IF b (x, z), c (z, G).

If the first predicate b (x, z) is a large database relation then it is not economical to use every fact stored to bind x and z,
and then to try to prove the rest of the clause. A more sophisticated method must consider the approximate size of database relations
and the existence of access paths [Warren 1981].

Based on the same principles as used in LOBSTER, a query optimizer has been implemented for a distributed spatial
database [Hudson 1989]. It uses Horn clauses as an internal representation into which the user queries are translated and then applies
rules to determine an optimal strategy. Since the sequence of predicates within a clause is immaterial to the logic of the clause, the
predicates may be regrouped. This reordering is based on

• the (estimated) size of the relation for which a predicate stands,

• the estimated size of the result of a predicate,

• the estimated cost of verifying a predicate, and
the physical location of the data sets so that the transfer of data between various sites is minimized.

Query processing in logic databases [Bancilhon 1986] [Sagiv 1988] and rule-based query optimization [Freytag 1987]
[Graefe 1987] are ongoing research topics.

6 Drawbacks of a Prolog-Based Query Language

Prolog was designed to express logical relations in a short-lived environment where users are aware of all facts and rules
stored. Facts and rules are stored in files and users recall them explicitly when they need them. This approach is dramatically different
from a database situation which is used over a long time and users do not remember all previously entered facts and rules.
Furthermore, the database concept allows several users to share facts and rules in a multi-user environment.

6.1 Integrity Constraints

The schema definition in a database usually contains integrity constraints to prevent users from entering data which are not in
accordance with the stated goals. This restriction is necessary so that users and application programs may rely on certain properties of
the data. Violations of these rules produce incorrect results or fail to find data stored. Prolog contains no provisions to prevent the
entry of invalid or contradictory data. Simple spelling errors in the name of a predicate while entering a rule will make that predicate



fail and the result will be "false." Such errors are extremely difficult to detect. If the database contains large numbers of facts, visual
inspection by browsing is not possible anymore.

If an expert system should work for a long time, integrity constraints must be included and new data entered must be checked
against them. Some examples may clarify this problem:

• Predicate names must be checked against previously used ones.

• New predicates are required to be explicitly declared by the user. Prolog implicitly declares a predicate with its first
use, similar to the creation of variables with their first use in BASIC or FORTRAN and their known problems.

• In order to assist users in avoiding redundant declarations of the same or similar predicates [Kent 1981], have the
user enter a description of the meaning of every new predicate declared. In addition, a query mechanism must be
provided so that users may examine these descriptions later.

• The introduction of type constraints may help the checking of variables in predicates.

In LOBSTER, such assistance has been integrated and users have found them helpful.

6.2 Cyclic Rule Definitions

Systems using Prolog inference mechanisms are not well-protected against cyclic rule definitions, such as

a (x) IF b (x);
b (x) IF a W;

Collections of rules established for use during a short time, or used as a package and not expected to be expanded by the user,
are generally checked by the programmer against cyclic rules.

LOBSTER contains some mechanisms that detect cycles; however, checking for cyclic structures during run time is costly in
terms of execution time. More appropriate techniques for the detection of cyclic rules, for instance during input of new rules, are an
issue of active research in the Prolog research community.

6.3 Order of Rules

Some Prolog programs rely on the order in which facts and rules are entered into the database. The order of facts should not
disturb the execution of a Prolog program in a strictly logical sense. It may produce the results in a different order, but the results
should be the same.

On the other hand, the order of rules is important for many recursive rules, especially if a specific stop rule (containing a cut)
needs to be tested and the general recursive rule follows. For instance, the order of the two rules in the following example is crucial to
correctly formulate notEqual-predicate. This rule says that if the two predicates x and y are equal, then notEqual is false;
otherwise, notEqual is true.

notEqual (x, y) IF equal (x, y), cut, fail.
notEqual (x, y) IF .

If the order of the two rules was exchanged, the intended logic of the operation would have been changed.

notEqual (x, y) IF
notEqual (x, y) IF equal (x, y), cut, fail.

For any two predicates x and y the result would be true from the clause notEqual (x, y) IF., and the second clause
would never be tested.

It may be necessary to extend the data structure in figure 3 to include a class program consisting of several rules which are
maintained and used in the given order.

7 Conclusion



We conclude that a GIS query language must provide a high-level abstraction of spatial data and geometric operations so that
a user needs no explicit knowledge about their actual implementation; extensibility so that users may define new rules, maybe in the
same system where data are stored and accessed; and recursion and loop constructs to formulate queries with transitive closure.

The use of Al methods and techniques for GIS are necessary to build flexible and powerful systems demanded by the user
community. This paper reported on the integration of a specific Al method into a GIS programming environment. The result was
LOBSTER, a persistent programming language based on Prolog. LOBSTER permitted us to study a number of areas in which Prolog
and database techniques could be beneficial for GIS. The use of logic-based languages as GIS query languages has been explored as
an alternative to the currently popular SQL type query languages.

LOBSTER was found to be powerful and flexible. Like any Prolog-based language, LOBSTER treats data and metadata in
the same way; therefore, users may extend LOBSTER with appropriate rules whenever necessary. Furthermore, the extensibility of
LOBSTER allows for definitions based on predicates that may be sometime difficult to implement in a pure first-order language. The
implementation of additional built-in predicates which may be used within the language interface proved to be crucial for the
implementation of propagation. Users’ gained additional possibilities to access information in a GIS through this combination. An
experimental system for geomorphologic feature detection demonstrated that LOBSTER can also be used to define specific interfaces
for applications in an easy but comprehensive way.
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